Kasey Morris

USA Games Sport: Basketball
Age: 22
Hometown: Manhattan, Kansas
Local Team: Manhattan Sports Club
Years in Special Olympics: 8
Other Sports: Volleyball, athletics and softball

Favorite Fun Facts
- Color: Blue
- Movie: The Guardian
- TV show: The Walking Dead
- Food: Chicken Alfredo
- Music: Country
- Book: Books written by R.L. Stine
- Sports Team: KC Royals
- Hobby: Running & playing with my dogs

Special Olympics has allowed me to be active and social with people like me. It gives me my own special place to hang!”

Kasey is a history maker. She and her sisters are the first quintuplets born in Kansas. She weighted just over 1 pound, and has survived heart surgery and eye surgeries. Her sister Mallory, is also a member of the team.

Special Olympics has given Kasey self-confidence. She likes to be able to bring awareness to issues that are important to her and teach people and change their negative thinking (Like the use of the R-word)

Kasey is a 2 time essay contest winner, Special Olympics Global Messenger, Special Needs Beauty Pageant winner, and she threw the first pitch at a KSU baseball game.

Support Kasey